OFFICIAL COMMUNICATION
Team Reminders

•

Publication of onboard runs filmed on the Mercedes-Benz UCI MTB World
Cup :
Please note that any publication of an onboard run or lap (meaning a complete run/lap or
just excerpts of a run/lap) filmed on the Mercedes-Benz UCI MTB World Cup, needs to
always include the Red Bull Sticker at the beginning and the Red Bull bumper at the end,
as explained in the attached PDF.
The sticker and bumper can be downloaded with the link :
hiips://bulldrive.redbull.com/fl/sA9zstBIcq
Password: rcHx8ssu

•

Participation XCC/XCO
We would like to remind you that a rider is not obliged to confirm for the XCC race. In the
event that a rider does not confirm then that place is given to the next rider in the ranking.
Please note that for the future if a rider confirms and then subsequently does not start the
XCC race they will not be allowed to start the XCO race. In the event of injury or illness
between the end of rider confirmation for the XCC (Friday 10am) and the start of the race
then the rider must report this to the chief medical officer of the event who’s details are
always given at the team managers meeting. The chief medical officer will then inform the
UCI and if appropriate a start will be allowed for the XCO.

•

XCO “Team” plates
Following inappropriate use of ‘Team’ plates at the first two rounds of the XCO World Cup
they will now only be issued to National Federations, UCI teams and Elite teams.
We would remind you that ‘Team’ plates are for the use of Federation or UCI team coaches
to be able to ride with their athletes during the official training period for the rider. They
should not be used by athletes wishing to train in a different training period to their own.
Any rider found using a “Team” plate will be subject to a fine penalty and the ‘Team’ plate
will be removed from that team/rider for the remainder of the season.

President of the Commissaires’ Panel : COLENBRANDER Miranda (NED)
Technical Delegate XCO : WABEL Beat (SUI)
Technical Delegate DHI : VAZQUEZ David (ESP)
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